Silicon photonic crystal microarrays for high throughput label-free detection of lung cancer cell line lysates with sensitivity and specificity
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ABSTRACT

Detection of biomolecules on microarrays based on label-free on-chip optical biosensors is very attractive since this format avoids complex chemistries caused by steric hindrance of labels. Application areas include the detection of cancers and allergens, and food-borne pathogens to name a few. We have demonstrated photonic crystal microcavity biosensors with high sensitivity down to 1pM concentrations (67pg/ml). High sensitivities were achieved by slow light engineering which reduced the radiation loss and increased the stored energy in the photonic crystal microcavity resonance mode. Resonances with high quality factor Q~26,760 in liquid ambient, coupled with larger optical mode volumes allowed enhanced interaction with the analyte biomolecules which resulted in sensitivities down to 10 cells per micro-liter to lung cancer cell lysates. The specificity of detection was ensured by multiplexed detections from multiple photonic crystal microcavities arrayed on the arms of a multimode interference power splitter. Specific binding interactions and control experiments were performed simultaneously at the same instant of time with the same 60 micro-liter sample volume. Specificity is further ensured by sandwich assay methods in the multiplexed experiment. Sandwich assay based amplification increased the sensitivity further resulting in the detection of lung cancer cell lysates down to concentrations of 2 cells per micro-liter. The miniaturization enabled by photonic crystal biosensors coupled with waveguide interconnected layout thus offers the potential of high throughput proteomics with high sensitivity and specificity.
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1. INTRODUCTION

Biomolecule detection by microarrays based upon label-free on-chip optical biosensors [1-4] is very attractive since this format avoids complex chemistries caused by steric hindrance of labels. Furthermore, chip-integrated technologies allow miniaturization towards the ultimate goal of personalized diagnostic assays for detecting toxins, allergens or biomarkers of disease, including cancer. Surface plasmon resonance (SPR) biosensors by Biacore [3], and the Biomolecular Interaction Detector (BIND) platform [4] based on one-dimensional gratings in polymer substrates represent two technologies that have achieved commercial success. Recently, Genalyte has started commercializing ring resonator based silicon micro-photonic devices for label-free microarrays [1]. However, high sensitivities from nanophotonic devices promise still better sensitivity and miniaturization.

Devices based on two-dimensional nano-photonic crystals (PCs) in silicon [5-9], have demonstrated the ability to confine and guide slow light on length scales of the wavelength of light. High sensitivity and miniaturization into compact sensors have been demonstrated for chemical [10] and bio-sensing [5-9]. Yet, concerns remain regarding the specificity of the label-free interaction that is detected. Specificity can be statistically determined from the results of multiple sensor spots and also by using sandwich assay techniques. We recently showed that high sensitivity PC microcavity sensors can be multiplexed on a chip and measured simultaneously in a single measurement. Using interconnecting on-chip waveguides, redundant measurements in multiple locations can be performed at the same instant of time [11]. In this paper we review various design aspects that have enabled high sensitivity demonstration of photonic crystal microarrays culminating in the first demonstration of multiplexed sandwich assay detection using the PC biosensor platform, combining simultaneous specific and control binding experiments for the detection of a biomarker from lung cancer cell lysates.
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2. SENSING PRINCIPLE

The device consists of a triangular lattice of air holes etched into silicon in a silicon-on-insulator (SOI) substrate. Photonic crystal (PC) waveguides are defined and photonic crystal microcavities are fabricated along the photonic crystal waveguide (PCW). The resonant wavelength of a PC microcavity is dependent on the geometry of the microcavity. Light propagating in the PCW couples to a PC microcavity at the resonant wavelength of the PC microcavity. The transmission spectrum of the PCWs consequently show minima corresponding to the resonant wavelength of the PC microcavity. Probe proteins for bio-agents and pathogens, each specific to a unique target molecule for diagnostic distinction, are patterned on a unique microcavity using ink-jet printing while preserving protein functionality. When a target molecule binds with its specific probe, the resonant wavelength of that microcavity shifts which consequently shifts the corresponding minimum in the waveguide transmission spectrum. The shift in the minimum in the transmission spectrum identifies the occurrence of a binding event. The magnitude of binding is determined by De Feijter’s formula [12] that relates the absolute amount of adsorbed molecules $M$ with the change in refractive index as:

$$M = d_A \frac{n_A - n_C}{dn/dc}$$

where $d_A$ is the thickness of adsorbed layer, $n_A$ is the refractive index of adsorbed molecules, $n_C$ is the refractive index of cover solution and $dn/dc$ is the change in refractive index of molecules which is proportional to the shift $d\lambda$ in position of the resonance peak [13]. The magnitude of resonant wavelength shift is proportional to the amount of adsorbed biomolecules and hence provides a label-free means to quantitatively determine biomolecules of interest.

3. DEVICE DESIGN

A quick literature survey shows that research groups have used different biomolecule conjugates of target receptor biomolecules and probe biomolecules, for sensing experiments. Sensitivity comparisons have been made based on the minimum mass sensing capabilities of different sensing platforms [14]. However, binding kinetics between the target receptor biomolecules and probe biomolecules in solution, also determines the sensitivity of photonic crystal biosensors. In addition, the focus of nanophotonics research has been primarily to develop the smallest sensor. Researchers have thus tried to balance two contradictory requirements of sensitivity and quality factor. However, attempts to reduce the resonator size or increase the optical mode overlap with the analyte leads to a reduction in resonance quality factor and hence the ability of the device to detect small concentrations as well as small changes in concentration. One aspect that is overlooked in such hybrid biosensors for microarray applications is that the individual sensors in the array must be functionalized with unique receptor/capture biomolecules.

Fig. 1: Ink-jet printed spots on two adjacent photonic crystal microcavities. The scale bar is for 10µm.

When the resonators are patterned via ink-jet printing or microfluidic channels, the receptor/capture biomolecules are actually dispensed over a significantly larger area. A microscope image of a patterned device with an array of two PC microcavities is shown in Fig. 1. In Fig. 1, we note that by ink-jet patterning, the minimum dispensed spot size of biomolecules is ~35µm. The ink-jet dispensed spot size determines the minimum spacing between adjacent sensors, and is different from the device surface area that can be functionalized by combining lithographic patterning with ink-jet printing [15]. Hence, from practical considerations, there is room to achieve both requirements of sensitivity and high Q
by engineering designs that are slightly larger than conventional approaches. We show that deviating from current trends and slightly increasing the sizes of photonic crystal microcavities can enhance the resonance Q and at the same time, enhance the optical mode overlap with the analyte, thereby leading to the highest sensitivity as we have demonstrated for different dissociation constants. [8, 16] The optimum design requires an understanding of the sources of loss in a PC microcavity and design methods to overcome the losses in a robust device structure.

The total quality factor $Q_T$ of the resonance mode of a PC microcavity, which is related to the photon lifetime $\tau_p$, at frequency $\omega$ by $Q_T=\omega \tau_p$, is given by

$$\frac{1}{Q_T} = \frac{1}{Q_r} + \frac{1}{Q_i} \quad \text{............... (1)}$$

where $Q_r=\omega \tau_r$ and $Q_i=\omega \tau_i$, $\tau_r$ and $\tau_i$ represent the radiation loss and intrinsic cavity loss respectively. $\tau_r$ is given by:

$$\frac{1}{\tau_r} = \frac{2\pi}{W_E} \quad \text{............... (2)}$$

where $P_R$ denotes the total power radiated by the cavity and $W_E$ denotes the stored energy in the cavity which is proportional to the cavity mode volume. Hence a method that reduces $P_R$ and increases $W_E$ will decrease the radiation loss from the cavity and hence increase the effective Q. A high Q implies that the light is trapped for a longer period of time in the cavity and hence interacts longer with any analyte in the vicinity of the photonic crystal microcavity. In addition, since $W_E$ is proportional to the optical mode volume, a higher $W_E$ leads to potential for larger optical mode overlap with the analyte which also contributes to higher sensitivity.

Our biosensor consists of a linear PC microcavity coupled to a PCW in a SOI platform. The PCW is a W1 line defect waveguide with uniform lattice constant $a=400$nm, where W1 denotes that width of the PCW is $\sqrt{3}a$. The third row of holes on either side of the PCW were shifted laterally in $\Gamma-K$ direction by $0.1a$. Silicon slab thickness and air hole diameter are $h=0.58a$ and $d=0.54a$. In contrast to conventional devices which study L3 linear PC microcavities, with 3 missing holes along the $\Gamma-K$ direction [17], or smaller hexagonal microcavities [5, 18] we study linear L13 PC microcavities with 13 missing holes along $\Gamma-K$ direction. L13 PC microcavities are fabricated two periods away from the PCW. A scanning electron micrograph image of the L13 PC microcavity is shown in Fig. 2(a). The edge holes indicated by A and A', are shifted outward [19] in the $\Gamma-K$ direction by $0.15a$. While the L13 PC microcavity has several resonance modes, the resonance mode profile of interest is shown in Fig. 2(b). The lateral shift of the third row of holes leads to higher group index and thus higher coupling efficiencies at W1 PCW guided wavelengths farther away from the transmission band edge than the resonance mode studied here.

![Scanning electron micrograph image of L13 PC microcavity coupled to W1 PC waveguide. The edge air holes are indicated by A and A’ and the direction of shift indicated by the red arrows.](image)

![Resonance mode profile of L13 PC microcavity.](image)

Fig. 2: (a) Scanning electron micrograph image of L13 PC microcavity coupled to W1 PC waveguide. The edge air holes are indicated by A and A’ and the direction of shift indicated by the red arrows. (b) Resonance mode profile of L13 PC microcavity.

The higher Q in L13 PC microcavities is due to the combined effects of lower radiation loss as the resonance moves deeper into the photonic band gap compared to L3 PC microcavities [8, 16] that are studied conventionally, and the larger mode volume of L13 PC microcavities compared to L3 PC microcavities. Higher Q thus increases the ability to detect small changes in concentration. Furthermore, the slightly increased length enables larger overlap of the optical
mode with the analyte leading to higher sensitivity. We have shown \([8, 16]\) that increasing the length of the PC microcavities to about 5.5\(\mu\)m in our L13 PC microcavities designed for operation at around 1550nm, from present targets of sub-\(\mu\)m, leads to higher Q and higher sensitivity in chemical sensing.

It must be noted here, that in the geometry selected here, the loss from the microcavity into the photonic crystal waveguide also contributes a term \(Q_{WG}\) to equation 1. Detailed analysis of the effect of \(Q_{WG}\) and further engineering to compensate for the effect of \(Q_{WG}\) are discussed elsewhere \([20]\). \(Q_{WG}\) is determined by the distance, in terms of number of periods, of the PC microcavity from the PCW as well as the orientation of the PC microcavity with respect to the PCW. Research in ref. \([20]\) has determined that the optimum \(Q_{WG}\) balances the distance from the PCW and the coupling efficiency between the waveguide and the microcavity.

4. DEVICE FABRICATION

The device fabrication has been described in detail in Ref. \([16]\). Upon fabrication, wafers were functionalized by treating with 10\% by volume 3-APTES in toluene. It is then washed 3 times in toluene to remove unbound 3-APTES, 3 times in methanol to remove toluene and finally 3 times in de-ionized water to remove methanol. The wafers are then incubated in 1\% glutaraldehyde in phosphate buffered saline (PBS) for 5 minutes and washed 3 times in PBS and ink-jet printed with target antibodies in glycerol. Past research has shown that the 3-APTES-glutaraldehyde coupled layer retains its initial activity for several weeks \([21]\). Hence we do not expect any reduction in activity within the 30 minutes by which time the target antibodies are printed. The printed spots were left to incubate overnight. Subsequently, all target antibodies not bound to the functionalized device layer were removed by washing 3 times in PBS. After overnight incubation and washing, the device is coated with bovine serum albumin (BSA) to prevent any non-specific binding and washed 3 times with PBS. The device is now ready for measurements.

5. BIOSENSING RESULTS

Details of biosensing have been covered elsewhere \([16]\) and are not repeated here. In Fig. 3 we summarize the sensitivities and minimum experimentally detected concentrations of our photonic crystal platform and compare the results with other label-free platform studied in the literature. The sensitivity in Fig. 3(a) is measured as a function of the
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resonance wavelength shift observed for different competing platforms at a concentration of 0.1 µg/ml. The resonance wavelength shift observed for our platform is highest amongst all competing technologies. Recently, we have measured L21 and L55 PC microcavities (comprising 21 and 55 missing holes in the Γ−K direction along the length of the W1 PCW) coupled to W1 PCW. Fig. 3(b) shows that in L21 PC microcavities, the minimum experimentally detected concentration is 80 femtograms/mm² (calculated from the concentration of 1pM or 67pg/ml of binding of avidin to biotin). [20] The L55 PC microcavity detected a concentration of 50fM. Details of the design and measurement methods have been covered in a concurrent publication [22]. It is worthwhile to note that the length of a L21 PC microcavity is <10µm (length of L55 PC microcavity is ~22µm), 3 times smaller than the cavity length > 30µm of a ring resonator with diameter 10µm or nano-hole array based surface plasmon resonance devices (30µm×30µm).[23]

6. LUNG CANCER

Primary lung cancer develops from epithelial cells lining the airways of the lung. Normally, these epithelial cells form a crucial barrier between the internal and external environments and in the lung, these cells prevent leakage of blood while assisting with exchange of O2 and CO2. Exposure to airborne particles and toxins, especially those found in cigarette smoke, leads to genetic changes in epithelial cells which accumulate and underlie progressive changes from hyperplasia and dysplasia to carcinoma in situ and frank cancer. As such tumors grow, they outstrip supplies of blood and oxygen, become stressed, and undergo the epithelial-mesenchymal transition (EMT), a process by which cells switch their epithelial gene expression patterns to a mesenchymal phenotype with increased migratory and invasive properties. This process is thought to underlie metastatic potential in many tumor types. A facile method for detection of the EMT state of tumor samples would have major importance both clinically and for basic science investigations. We and others have shown that ZEB1 and ZEB2 have a prominent role in controlling the EMT process in lung cancer [29-30]. In this paper, we present proof-of-concept data that validate the ability of photonic crystal microcavity sensors to detect ZEB1 specifically via sandwich assays with high sensitivity.

We coupled the following antibodies or proteins to the PC resonance cavities; anti-MYC 9E10 (Sigma Aldrich, Cat #: A3833 MYC–tag 9E10), anti-ZEB1 (H102, Santa Cruz, Cat #: sc-25388), pre-immune mouse IgG (BD Pharmingen™, Mat. #: 557273), bovine serum albumin (Invitrogen, Cat #: 15561-020). Chemicals including 3-aminopropyl-triethoxy-silane (3-APTES) (Acros, CAS #:919-30-2) and glutaraldehyde (Fischer Scientific, CAS#111-30-8) were used to functionalize the silicon surface using published procedures [10, 20-21]. Devices were routinely washed 3 times in PBS before measurements and after each addition of target lysate.

The lung cancer cell line NCI- H358 was obtained from the Tissue Culture Core facility of the Univ. of Colorado Cancer Center, Aurora, CO. It was stably transfected with a tetracycline-inducible 6myc-ZEB1 expression construct, as described by [29].

7. MEASUREMENTS

A typical transmission spectrum of the W1 PCW device immersed in phosphate buffered saline (PBS) is shown in Fig. 4. The coupled L13 PC microcavity device was covered with a representative probe capture antibody. The experimentally confirmed Q-factor in SOI is approximately 13,000, obtained as λ/∆λ from the inset. In a multiplexed design, four L13 PC microcavities are arrayed on the four arms of a multimode interference (MMI) power splitter for simultaneous detection, as shown in Fig. 5[11].

In H358-ZEB1 lung cancer cells, expression of the ZEB1 gene was controlled with the tetracycline derivative, doxycycline. Exogenous ZEB1 (MW = ~180 kDa) was tagged at the N-terminus with 6 copies of the MYC epitope, permitting recognition by the anti-myc antibody, 9E10. Samples were prepared from these cells prior to induction (0-day lysate) or after 3 days dox treatment to induce 6myc-ZEB1 (3-day lysate). Exogenous 6myc-ZEB1 present in the induced lysates can be detected using either the 9E10 antibody or an antibody that binds to native ZEB1 (Fig. 6). This analysis verified that ZEB1 was strongly expressed in the dox-induced lysate (3d dox), was absent from the control lysate (0 dox), and that both antibodies are highly specific for ZEB1.

Surface functionalization is similar to that described in Sec. 4 and described in detail in ref. [31]. The measurement procedure is also described in detail in ref. [31] and is not repeated here.
Fig. 4: Fiber-to-fiber normalized experimental output transmission spectrum of W1 PCW showing band edge at 1538nm and L13 PC microcavity resonance mode at 1534.5nm. (inset) magnifies the resonance frequency range.

Fig. 5: Multiplexed device showing the 1×4MMI (right) and the photonic crystal sensor regions (left) on each arm. Arms are numbered.

Fig. 6: Experimental transmission spectra as a function of added sample type/concentration. The respective sample legends are color coded according to the color of the experimental spectrum. The baseline transmission spectrum with probe capture anti-ZEB1 in PBS is indicated in black.
Fig. 6 plots the transmission spectra observed when 60µL of variously diluted 3-day induced lysates were added. A resonance wavelength shift from the anti-ZEB1 baseline (@ 1534.6 nm, black trace) was observed when the 3-day lysate (diluted 1:10 equivalent to 1000 cells per micro-liter) was added (red trace). A further shift was observed when 1:1 diluted 3-day lysate (equivalent to 5000 cells per micro-liter) was added (blue trace). Subsequent introduction of the 1:10 diluted 0-day lysate (which contains no detectable ZEB1) caused a small negative shift (green trace). This negative shift was within the range of wavelength accuracy of our optical spectrum analyzer and also the range of error observed from our control experiment. This result is consistent with the absence of any additional binding interaction from proteins in the 0-day induced lysate.

For confirmation that the resonance shift was specific for ZEB1 in the 3-day lysate, and not the result of non-specific interactions, a second antibody (anti-MYC 9E10, diluted 1:1000 in PBS) was introduced. The anti-MYC antibody was expected to bind the MYC-epitope tag attached to ZEB1 in the 3-day lysates. A secondary resonance wavelength shift was observed with anti-MYC, as shown by the pink trace in Fig. 7. The specificity of binding was thus confirmed by these sandwich assay measurements. The resonance wavelength shift observed over the entire sequence of sample additions for the BSA-coated control PC microcavity was within 0.02nm, which establishes the error margin of our device. Measurements with isotype-matched antibody further validated that the resonance super-shift resulted from 9E10 antibody binding to myc-tagged ZEB1 and was not confounded by non-specific background interactions [31].

In Fig. 7, the resonance wavelength shifts is plotted as a function of concentration or type of target sample solution. By switching the probe capture and secondary antibodies, a larger wavelength shift was observed in each case upon addition of the 3-day lysate (diluted in PBS to different concentrations), when the primary probe capture antibody bound to the silicon surface was anti-MYC 9E10 versus when the primary probe capture antibody was anti-ZEB1, as in Fig. 6. Similar higher sensitivities were observed in Western blot studies when anti-MYC 9E10 was used as the primary antibody instead of anti-ZEB1 (Fig. 8). We note that BSA failed to elicit detectable resonance shifts with any of the lysates tested, further supporting the specificity of the PC biosensor. The response of the biosensors is reproducible, the relative standard deviation (RSD) being 6.5% at the lysate concentration 3d 1:10 (1000 cells per micro-liter) for n=2 across different chips with 230nm silicon device layer in SOI.
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Fig. 8: Western blot analysis of doxycycline-induced 6-myc-ZEB1 expressed in NCI-H358 cells. Cultures were treated for 3 days prior to harvest with increasing doses of dox (ng/ml), as indicated. Protein lysates (10 µg/lane) were electrophoretically separated on 4-15% gradient SDS-PAGE gels and resulting blots were probed with 9E10 to detect the 6-myc tag and H102 to detect ZEB1 epitopes. Actin demonstrated equal loading.

The dashed lines indicate the wavelength shifts observed in the control experiment with BSA. Since no wavelength shifts should be theoretically observed in the control experiment, the boundaries indicated by the dashed lines represent the error margins in our measurement. The wavelength accuracy of the optical spectrum analyzer (Ando AQ6317B) of 0.02nm determines the measurement error margin for any resonance wavelength, as shown in Fig. 7. At the lowest concentration of 1:10,000 (1 cell per micro-liter), the wavelength shift observed was less than 0.02nm, indicated by the dashed line in Fig. 8 and the device was considered unresponsive to this dilution.

The sandwich assay technique can amplify the resonance wavelength shift for small concentrations. Anti-ZEB1 and anti-MYC 9E10 antibodies recognize different epitopes of the induced ZEB1 in NCI-H358 cell lysates, but do not bind to each other. We functionalized a device using anti-MYC 9E10 as the capture antibody and added 1:5,000 diluted (2 cells per micro-liter) 3-day lysate. We observed a resonance wavelength shift of 0.032nm upon lysate binding to primary anti-MYC 9E10 antibody with an additional wavelength shift when the secondary anti-ZEB1 antibody was added. We observed an additional resonance wavelength shift of 0.022nm, amplified from 0.032nm, to a total shift of 0.055nm as shown in Fig. 5 inset. With the 3-day 1:10,000 dilution (1 cell per micro-liter), the total resonance wavelength shift was 0.015nm which is within the range of wavelength error 0.02nm of our measurements.

The specificity and sensitivity demonstrated by separate binding interactions with specific antibodies and non-binding with control antibodies was next demonstrated simultaneously by multiplexing PC microcavities in a MMI power splitter. Details are provided in Ref. [31].

The PC device comprising the L13 PC microcavity coupled to the W1 PC waveguide, with the sandwich assay, thus demonstrated the capability to specifically detect ZEB1 in 2 cells per microliter of induced NCI-H358 cell lysates. Specificity was further established by multiplexing the binding and negative control antibodies, allowing simultaneous measurements of the same sample in the same instant of time.

8. DISCUSSIONS

The biomarkers that were used to demonstrate the sandwich assay technique in the proof-of-concept experiments in this paper, may be considered as a type of labeling, since we incorporated a MYC epitope which can be recognized by the anti-MYC antibody 9E10 in Western Blot tests. However, unlike sandwich ELISA methods, in which enzyme-linked antibodies are required to bind the detection antibody (secondary antibody as defined here) for signal generation, such requirement does not exist in our method. Users can simply design detection assays using a primary antibody and one to several second antibodies that recognize different specific epitopes of the target protein; in all cases, signal detection is performed by the photonic crystal. Such biomarkers are available and will be studied in the future for lung cancer detection [32-36]. Physical methods to further increase PC microcavity sensitivity are being investigated including optimization of PC microcavity length, the slow light effect in coupled PC waveguides and PC microcavity resonance mode quality factors [8, 10].
9. SUMMARY

To summarize, we demonstrated experimentally the specific detection of a relevant cancer-associated protein in lung cancer cell lysates with sensitivity down to 2 cells per micro-liter using PC microcavity biosensors in SOI devices. The combination of multiplexed resonance cavities with simultaneous detection permits duplicate or triplicate analyses in the same measurement for statistical confidence. Thus by combining multiplexing capability with sensitivity and specificity, our device provides a significant advantage over existing technologies for development of personalized diagnostic assays.
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